My Date With A Vampire 2 – Episode 7
Kau Suk and Ma Dan Na

Kau Suk: La La (Ma Dan Na’s nickname.), come out, La La. La La, come out fast. La La!
Danna: Stop rubbing! Put me down!
Kau Suk: OK. OK.
Danna: Kau Zai (Little Kau), how many times have I told you not to call me La La. Siu Ling will laugh her
head off if she hears that!
Kau Suk: Why would she? I usually call you that when on one’s around, when there’s only the two of us.
La La.
Danna: A dead person will jump up to life after hearing that! Why are you looking for me? Better leave
when you’re done.
Kau Suk: OK. OK. I’ll leave as soon as I finish. Over the years, I’ve been looking after each one in Fong’s
family in your wish. I do hope what you said will not come true. Perhaps the person you wanted me to
wait for has appeared.
Danna: Fong Kok Wah? You better say all you found out. Any bit of rubbish, I’ll kill you.
Kau Suk: On that day, after Tin Yau left, I proceeded to do a test on Mong Mong. After several times, the
results showed that there were strong traces of a vampire’s scent in Mong Mong’s body. La La, have a
cup of tea first. If my deductions are correct, the present Fong Tin Yau is already a vampire. Second, the
present Fong Tin Yau is Fong Kok Wah.
Danna: Then, where is the real Tin Yau?
Kau Suk: I don’t know. Siu Ling told me that since they came back from England, Tin Yau has changed
tremendously. Moreover, a young cousin popped up out of the blue. Siu Ling told me many incidents took
place in England. Could there be something which Siu Ling herself did not know? There’s one thing I’d
like to ask you. When Fong Kok Wah and you went to fight Chong Sun (VC) that year, what happened
exactly? Why can’t you tell Siu Ling and me?
Danna: Find Siu Ling as soon as possible and tell her to check out this matter.
Kau Suk: Be it Fong Tin Yau or Fong Kok Wah, what should we do if he turns out to be a vampire?
Danna: Kill him.
Kau Suk: Huh? But Fong Kok Wah is the descendent of Chong Sun and
belongs to the 2nd generation vampire; it might not be possible to kill him.
Danna: You’ve got to even if it is impossible. Go quickly. Aren’t you leaving?
(Kau Suk leaves)
Danna: Big Brother Fong, I’m sorry.
Hou Leng Jai

